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A Message from the WCOWMA Executive Director
New Industry Standard Released. What is the Impact?
The Canadian Standards Association (CSA) recently released their B65 Standard for Decentralized Wastewater
Systems. This standard was developed after several years of discussions among a diverse blend of
stakeholders across Canada, including representatives from provincial government, industry associations,
manufacturers, suppliers and independent contractors. Several of these representatives are WCOWMA
members.
Some have been asking whether or not this new standard replaces all existing codes that govern the
onsite industry in Western Canada. The answer to that is no. But I’m afraid the issue is not as cut and dried
as that.
The CSA describes itself as a not-for-profit association serving business, industry, government and
consumers in Canada and the global marketplace. Among its offerings, the organization develops
standards that primarily address public safety and health. Although it has no authority to override existing
Images by Mishelle.
legislation, it does not mean that the CSA is without its merits. For example, the CSA process brings critical
thinkers from across the country to share ideas and concepts that could be implemented by provincial governments. These concepts
could range from adopting the entire CSA code, or bits and pieces of it, if regulators think it might strengthen their current standards
of practice.
But it is up to each province to determine what elements of the code—if any—will be adopted. In Alberta and Saskatchewan, there
are no bold moves being contemplated (that we know of, anyway) to implement the code. But it should come as no surprise to anyone
that the CSA code will be reviewed to see if some components therein could be implemented into future versions of their codes.
Things are a bit different in British Columbia, though. Saskatchewan and Alberta, through legislation, mandate the use of one code
in the construction of septic systems. In BC, the Sewerage Systems Regulation is wide open to other sources or standards. This element
of innovation is very unique in Canada. Specifically, an Authorized Person could cite any standard or code, but it should be something
sound, backed by calculations or comprised of some other form of support so that the use of the standard will not result in a health
hazard.
This is where some common sense and patience should be applied. WCOWMA has asked the BC regulatory and certifying bodies
for their opinion on the CSA Standard. The reason why WCOWMA has not announced that the CSA Standard is ready for use in BC at
this time is to give provincial authorities time to absorb it. WCOWMA has also requested that the association, Ministry of Health and
Applied Science Technologists & Technicians of BC (ASTTBC) sit down and discuss the regulation and standard practice manual in an
effort to arrive at more clarity and guidance for industry. Then we will have a more confident position on the use of the CSA standard.
We hope they will take us up on our offer.
Regardless of the province, our approach is to work with government, and try to understand their challenges in an effort to arrive
at joint solutions that make sense for all stakeholders, especially our members. There will always be times when we express our
frustrations, and maybe get a bit hot under the collar with government. There’s nothing wrong with that, and sometimes we have to
take that approach.
But there is a right way and a wrong way to do it. Understanding this is what our members expect from us.
Keith Gylander
Executive Director
Western Canada Onsite Wastewater
Management Association
The Western Canada Onsite Wastewater
Management Association (WCOWMA) is a
not-for-profit organization that was created
to educate, train and certify industry
professionals in western Canada. The
association engages its member installers,
septage haulers, suppliers, municipalities
and provincial government departments to
arrive at sound practices that strengthen
the industry, and ensure safe and effective
septage management for all Western Canada.
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Better Regulations Needed
for Onsite Wastewater
Treatment Systems
By Dan O’Reilly, Correspondent
“Is this a business opportunity for
you to expand your current operations
to include management, operation and
maintenance?”
While not specifically addressing the
situation in Canada, Davis said that in the
United States there is a need for a statewide uniform rules or regulations governing
the design, installation and maintenance
of onsite wastewater treatment systems.
In many cases, municipalities are
allowed “to adopt part of, all of, or just
write their own rules as they see fit.”
Local rules are also often written
hastily and more from an emotional
posture rather than a public health or
environmental position. As well, many
municipalities try to reduce/restrict growth
by adding “conditions” to the use of onsite
alternative technology.
While regulations need to be upgraded,
so does the standards and training for
the onsite industry. This should include
a licensing system with a written test to
measure the minimum knowledge, skills
and ability for anyone involved in design,
installation or maintenance, he said.

Trapper Davis urged the association to
offer continuing education courses to its
members to achieve those standards, as
well as looking for ways to increase that
membership. “There is strength in numbers.” l
Dan O’Reilly is a correspondent for the
Journal of Commerce, Western Canada’s
Construction Newspaper. Reprinted with
permission.
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Mound Install Training, Brooks, AB.

While new opportunities are emerging for the
designers, manufacturers, installers and
operators of alternative onsite wastewater
treatment systems, so is the need for
regulatory improvement, says the head
of a large U.S. firm specializing in the
maintenance of such systems.
That was the message delivered by
Trapper Davis, owner and founder of
Virginia-based Coastal Plains Environmental
Group at the recent annual conference of
the Ontario Onsite Wastewater Association
in Richmond Hill, Ont.
In the United States, there has been
a growing recognition of the legitimacy of
alternative onsite systems since 1996
when the Environmental Protection Agency
ruled that decentralized systems were
viable and are an integral part of local
communities’ water infrastructure.
Using his home state of Virginia as
an example, Davis said that in 2006
there were 65,000 permits issued for
individual onsite wastewater treatment
systems by the state health department.
An estimated 15 per cent of those
were for advanced or alternative onsite
wastewater technology.
With that growth, however, has
come the need for stronger standards,
especially those applying to operation and
maintenance, said Davis, who was involved
in re-writing currents rules and regulations
governing onsite wastewater treatment in
Virginia.
“If we are going to keep onsite systems
operating and allow them to be a viable
and sustainable part of our wastewater
infrastructure, then the current rules most
of us are operating under need to change.”
At the same time, he suggested
new opportunities may arise if states
and provinces enact legislation requiring
regular maintenance.

To Sewer or Not To Sewer:
Well Managed Decentralized
Systems Make Sense
By Jim Anderson, PhD
In the past, most people thought of
decentralized wastewater treatment systems as temporary solutions until the “big
pipes” came. In 1995, people continued to
wonder what to do with them. So, Congress
asked the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to research the matter,
specifically asking if the country should be
centrally sewered? And, if so, what should
happen to the nation’s decentralized
wastewater treatment systems?
Here’s what the EPA had to say:
• Adequately managed decentralized
wastewater treatment systems are
a cost-effective, long-term option for
meeting public health and water-quality
goals, particularly in less densely
populated areas.
• Decentralized systems serve approximately 26 per cent of the U.S.
population and approximately 37 per
cent of new development.
• In small communities with low population densities, the most cost-effective
option is often an onsite, decentralized
system. And these systems are suitable
for a variety of site conditions, including
shallow water tables or bedrock, lowpermeability soils, and small lot sizes.
Today,
technology
is
available
to
install
an
onsite
wastewater
treatment system that will protect the
public health and meet water quality
standards indefinitely—if it is properly
managed and maintained. In addition,
these systems can help to promote better
watershed management by avoiding the
potentially large transfers of water from
one water-shed to another that can occur
with centralized treatment.
Barriers block use
Several barriers inhibit the expanded
use of onsite wastewater treatment
systems. These include:

• Lack of knowledge and misperception
on the part of homeowners, service
providers, and regulators.
• State legislation that provides the
necessary legal powers for carrying
out important management functions
may be absent, vague, or not clearly
applied to onsite systems. It is also
common for legislative authority for
onsite systems to be split between
state and local governments, resulting in further confusion regarding
accountability and program coordination. Under these conditions, onsite
wastewater treatment systems have not
been given equal credit with centralized
facilities for protecting the public health
and the environment.
• Many states and localities rely on inflexible and prescriptive regulatory codes
for onsite systems and often allow
only the use of conventional systems.
Approval of alternative systems often
involves a lengthy process. As a result,
an inadequate onsite system (a system
that cannot operate under the septic

site conditions), a needlessly expensive
centralized system, or expansion may
be selected.
• Few communities have developed the
necessary organizational structures to
effectively manage onsite wastewater
treatment systems although such
management programs are considered common-place for centralized
wastewater facilities and other services
(e.g., electric, telephone, and water).
Without such management, onsite
wastewater treatment systems may not
provide adequate treatment.
• Homeowners and developers are often
unwilling to accept the responsibility
and potential liability associated with
unfamiliar systems.
• In the past, EPA’s Construction Grants
program, and now the clean water state
revolving fund program, have been the
major sources of wastewater treatment
facility funding. These programs are

Mound Install Training, near Saskatoon, SK.
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generally available only to public
entities. Difficulties exist for privately
owned systems in obtaining public
funds under current federal and state
grant and loan programs.
Benefits outweigh barriers
Within this context, the benefits of good
management for either an individual or
small community wastewater treatment
systems include:
• Reduced costs for repairs, maintenance, and replacement;
• Longer system life;
• Improved system performance;
• Better for the environment;
• Increased reliability; and
• Improved property values.
Management evaluated
A few years ago, the University of
Minnesota Onsite Sewage Program evaluated a management program instituted
as a sanitary district in an area with many
lakes. In the early 1980s, residents saw
declining water quality in the lakes, and
one of the major reasons was the number of individual septic systems directly
discharging to the lakes. The solution that
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was used to upgrade systems included forming the district, upgrading some individual
systems, installing some new cluster
systems, and putting into place a comprehensive management program.
Part of the management program
was to have periodic system inspections
to catch problems before they became
failures. To pay for this program, there was
a set of fees for homeowners and businesses based on the level of management
provided.
Over the 20-plus years evaluated, out of
1,300 total systems in the district, fewer
than 10 failed and had to be replaced.
Most repairs were minor, routine, and
relatively inexpensive. The program the
individual selected would determine
whether they or the district paid for this
maintenance. So clearly, the management
program contributed to reduced cost of
repairs, longer system life, and increased
reliability.
Water quality improves
In the years immediately following the
installation of the new systems, the lake
water quality improved dramatically from
an environmental standpoint. This was
evidenced by periodic determinations of

lake water clarity through the use of secchi
disks—circular disks used to measure
water transparency in oceans and lakes—
and is documented by the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency. Of even greater
importance is the improvement in groundwater quality in the area of the systems.
Nitrate/nitrogen levels in the groundwater dropped and have stayed lower
for more than 20 years. This has large
implications for well-head protection
programs. Upgrading systems and instituting a management program in wellhead
protection areas can protect the drinking
water supplies. This is but one example of
the benefits of good system management.
You can, too
Setting up a good management program
isn’t difficult nor does it break the bank.
Bringing in credentialed professionals who
are affiliated with an organization such as
the National Association of Wastewater
Transporters (NAWT) at the beginning of
a project saves time, money, and effort.
First, they understand how onsite systems
can be used to solve small community
wastewater problems. They know what the
parts are and whether they are working.
Certified, skilled onsite system specialists
can help with the inventory and assessment phases of studies conducted to
determine solutions to the community’s
problems. This assessment or inspection
phase is often overlooked, and as a consequence, communities often are steered to
more expensive and complicated solutions
than necessary.
When the small community moves into
the selection of systems or evaluation of
alternatives phase, trained professionals
can make the decision process easier.
Since they are independent, they have

experience with a wide range of technologies and know which ones are going to
perform under which conditions. Involving
them in the evaluation of systems process
can help narrow the choice and reduce
overall project costs. As the community
evaluates systems, they often do not account for all long-term management and
maintenance costs.
Here again, professional experience
and understanding of the systems leads
to better choices. After the systems have
been upgraded and installed and the
community is implementing their management program, qualified professionals can
perform a variety of functions. They can
keep track of the contract as well as care
for and maintain the systems. But if the
community or sanitary district already has
a tracking and inspection program, wastewater professionals can be contracted for
repairs and necessary upgrades—which
was the case in the Minnesota example.
Many places have seen that putting the
entire management program in the hands
of professionals is more cost effective.
To make all of this work though requires
that the communities, the regulatory

authorities, and the responsible management entity are all working together. For
management to be as effective as possible
not only means the management entity
needs to keep up-to-date with system changes but also requires periodic evaluations
of federal, state, and local regulations to
ensure that the best solutions can be
implemented.
Homeowner education is key
Homeowner education is the key to
successful management, and it is the
responsibility of everyone involved in
installing and maintaining systems. The
residents of every household control the
quantity and quality of the wastewater
delivered to their system. The trick is to get
individual homeowners to change water
use habits. Once they’ve changed habits,
they can be extremely helpful in communicating with homeowners to control water
use, dispose of waste properly, use appropriate cleaners, make sure not to overload
the system, make timely repairs, and
schedule maintenance at regular intervals.
One by one, each state is working on
pieces of the solution. In most cases, the

status quo is not an acceptable solution.
A management program for all onsite systems is a necessity. Low-interest funding
is needed to help individuals implement
a repair, and education for homeowners,
service providers, installers, inspectors,
and regulators is imperative. 
l
For more information contact NAWT at
(800) 236-NAWT or email them at info@
nawt.org. You can also visit their website
at www.nawt.org. U.S. EPA’s Response
to Congress on Use of Decentralized
Wastewater Treatment Systems is
available online at epa.gov as document
832R97001B. You may also find this
report on the University of Minnesota
website, www.septic.umn.edu. There were
several significant findings of the review.
Jim Anderson is Professor Emeritus in
the Department of Soil Water and Climate
at the University of Minnesota, and is also
the Education Coordinator for the National
Association of Wastewater Transporters
(NAWT).
Printed with permission from Onsite
Installer magazine.
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Septic Inspection
Procedures
By Jim Anderson, PhD
As part of a presentation I gave during the
Pumper & Cleaner Environmental Expo
International in February, I discussed
different kinds of inspections we in the
industry become involved with. I pointed
out each of the inspections has a specific
purpose, and while there are similarities
in the way they are conducted, there are
also major differences; due to the different
purposes.
I lumped the inspections into three
general categories: new system inspections, existing system inspections for real
estate transactions, and existing system
inspections conducted for system management (operation and maintenance).
As expected for such a broad topic, the
presentation has triggered a number of
questions. I will cover the questions in this
and future articles.

Your first question
The first question that arose was, “You
had a list on one of the slides of what a
proper inspection for a real estate transfer
involved. What are the proper steps?”
Here are the items listed on that slide, and
as I mentioned at the time, there were a
number of other items to be considered:
locate tanks; uncover lids; observe
water level; pump; check tank integrity;
locate and uncover parts of drainfield;
observe, determine type and amount of
treatment area; six to eight hours; permission required from owner to “dig up’’
property; release of liability.
As a general list, this is probably not too
bad, but it leaves a lot of gaps to fill in if
someone is not familiar with the inspection
process. So here are some additions to
the list and a little discussion about some

aspects of the list. I welcome comments,
questions, additions and subtractions to
what is provided.
The list assumes the inspector (I use
this term only to indicate that the person
is inspecting the system—they could be a
pumper, site evaluator, installer, service
provider, etc.), is already on the site and
beginning the field investigation phase of
the inspection.
As the inspector of an existing system,
particularly for real estate transactions,
I want to find out as much about that
system as possible before beginning to
identify and open any part of the system.
That means when the call comes for an
inspection, I collect all of the information
I can about the system and the location.
For safety, I make sure the utilities will
be located because there will be some
digging and probing. I look at soil survey
data for the area. I contact the local county
or permitting authority for records they
may have and, if possible, go through a
series of homeowner questions about
use and care of the system. Sample forms
and questionnaires are available from a
number of sources.
In initial discussions with the client, I
would ask if all parts of the system have
been located and are accessible or if I am
to do the locating and the digging. If the
latter is the case, I present a locating fee
schedule along with the actual inspection
fee.
Mapping it
Once all components have been
identified and located, enter them on a
scale map or drawing of the site. This
information will be valuable in the future
when the property changes hands again
and another inspection is required.
I would recommend walking over
the entire area looking for evidence of
problems. After all of this groundwork, it’s
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time to open the system’s tank or tanks
and observe the contents, including liquid
levels, scum and sludge depth, evidence of
backups, etc. When the lid of the manhole
is removed, the inspector should check
its integrity, which can tell a lot about
any safety concerns and the tank’s water
tightness.
Now the tank should be pumped and
its integrity evaluated, along with condition
of the baffles. Check for cracks, roots and
any evidence the tank has operated above
the normal operating level. This evidence
might include a black line higher in the
tank or toilet paper hanging from the top
of the tank.
One note here: If it’s obvious at this time
that the system will not pass inspection,
consult the customer about proceeding
with the pump-out. If the tank will need
replacement, it will need to be pumped at
that time, and the customer may not want
to pay for pumping twice.
After the tank or tanks, the soil
treatment area should be evaluated. If
there are inspection ports, they should be
opened to determine liquid levels in the
trenches. If there are distribution or drop
boxes, open and evaluate them for integrity and indications of system backups or
other problems. Determine the size and
location of the soil treatment area. Look
for evidence that effluent is or has recently
surfaced. Note odors, wet spots and areas
with changes in vegetation.
In some locations the inspector is
asked to determine whether the size of
the treatment area is adequate for the

building. This requires estimating the daily
sewage flow and knowing the soil type and
the soil sizing factor. A soil boring should
be conducted to confirm the soil texture
and any other soil characteristics in local
or state inspection requirements.

As the inspector of
an existing system,
particularly for real
estate transactions,
I want to find out
as much about that
system as possible
before beginning to
identify and open any
part of the system.
It takes time
The six- to eight-hour time estimate
refers to time spent on the inspection if
all the steps and procedures are followed.
This is usually a surprise to homeowners
and real estate agents who expect the
inspection will take a few minutes. The
cost of the inspection is related to the time
and the activities involved, and a comment
I often hear is that when an inspector does
a thorough job, they are priced out of the

market. As an industry, we need to set
the standard and educate homeowners,
real estate agents and building inspectors
about what it takes to do a good inspection
and show the value of knowing how well a
system is operating.
The last item on my list is something
that should be discussed with the
homeowner up front—that there will be
some disturbance to the yard and some
digging. However, the inspector should put
everything back in place. This may require
taking up the sod and storing the soil
on a plastic tarp and replacing after the
inspection. If there are any major safety
issues connected with the system, the
inspector should report those to the homeowner. It is important that the inspector
conveys professionalism and remembers
that cleanup is as important as the first
meeting and discussion. 
l
Jim Anderson is Professor Emeritus in
the Department of Soil Water and Climate
at the University of Minnesota, and is also
the Education Coordinator for the National
Association of Wastewater Transporters
(NAWT).
Printed with permission from Onsite
Installer magazine.
The 2013 edition of the Pumper &
Cleaner Expo that Jim mentioned at
the beginning of his article will be
held February 25-28 at the Indiana
Convention Center.
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Nature’s Way
By David Steinkraus
René Goulet didn’t set out to be involved in Canada’s cutting-edge
septage research. He was busy operating his rural pumping business in Green Valley, Ontario, just a few miles from the Quebec
border. Everything changed when government inspectors showed
up. They were from the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, and
one day in October 2005 they appeared at the Goulet family farm,
which is also home base for Goulet Septic Pumping & Design.
Following common practice for the time, Goulet was spreading
septage onto frozen farm fields from his truck. He even had a letter—called a certificate of approval—from the ministry saying he
could do that when the ground was frozen or snow-covered.
It was fall. The ministry representatives said the certificate
clause allowing septage spreading on frozen or snow-covered
ground was not valid. They demanded Goulet stop direct spreading
immediately and build a lagoon to store water through the colder
months. What could he do?

An aerial view of the reed beds and sand filter bed, taken the first
year. They are full, however, the reeds have not yet fully developed
and so are not visible in the photo.

The reed bed with the liners and pipes.
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“And the guy says, ‘That’s not my problem,’” Goulet recalls.
It was Goulet’s problem, and there was no easy solution. Green
Valley is a community of about 600, and Goulet Septic serves the
rural area within a 40-mile radius. Hauling septage to a local municipal wastewater plant wasn’t an option because there are none.
Goulet built that lagoon, but he didn’t stop there.
Nature calls
By searching the Internet he learned of people in France and
New Zealand experimenting with reed beds for dewatering septage.
Then he found someone closer: Chris Kinsely, a professional engineer at the Alfred campus of the University of Guelph who has
worked at the university’s Wastewater Centre since its founding in
1998.
Goulet and Kinsley talked. Kinsley had been experimenting
with beds to treat waste for the town of Alfred in Ontario and in the
nation of Morocco. Goulet later attended a conference where he
met an Environment Ministry official who had heard of Kinsley and
was interested in helping Goulet and Kinsely experiment with the
technology.
The idea is simple as Goulet explained it, and the technology is
as old as nature. You dig a bed and put in a rubber liner. (In Goulet’s
case there is also an outer felt liner to protect the rubber from the
stony ground.) Then put in pipes to aerate the bed, coarse gravel on
top of the pipes, a layer of one-inch washed gravel, and a layer of
coarse cement sand.
You plant reeds, and let nature take over. The Goulet installation
uses a plant called Phragmites australis. It’s an invasive species,
which can be found in any ditch, Kinsley says, but any reed should
work.
The plants suck up the water leaving behind a bed full of dewatered septage that composts itself.
With help from the ministry and guidance from the university,
Goulet put in three square beds, each about 50 feet on a side. Two
have reeds. The other contains only sand and has been used as a

Dumping waste into the reeds.

The lagoon, before the reed beds were added to the site.
comparison to see what difference the reeds make. As the reeds
grow, die, and collapse into the bed, they and the sludge form layers
of peat that becomes part of the filtration.
Adapting to plant fillers
At first, the team had to make some modifications. There was a
lot of trash in the septage when they started, Goulet says.
From the truck, septage flows through a homemade bar screen
to filter out the plastics, sanitary napkins and other debris. Goulet’s
on his third design made from a 2,000-gallon tank, which he cut in
half. The screen is made of stainless steel rods he had on hand. He
installed a six-inch outlet in the side. The remainder of the tank is
used on the other reed bed.
But these aren’t working well, Goulet says. He welded the rods
3/8 inch apart, but the screen plugs too quickly so he plans to
change to 1/2-inch spacing. He also wants to put the outlet in the
bottom of the tank. Dirt and other solids settle out now, and he
must occasionally flip the tanks upside down to clean out sediment.
After passing through the screens, septage flows directly to the
beds. A pair of five horse power pumps moves the filtered water to
a small tank where university researchers collect samples, and on
to the lagoon.
At first they dumped 9,000 gallons a week into each bed. Now
the sand bed is starting to fill. It’s down to receiving only 3,000
gallons per week while the two reed beds are receiving 6,000 and
9,000 gallons, Goulet says.
The largest amount of septage dumped in a year was 292,174
gallons or about 1.5 truckloads per week. That’s an average, and
Goulet says he could increase the load during the summer because
business slows in the winter. That average is also above what
engineering calculations suggest for a 50-by-50 foot bed: 188,355
gallons.
Settle and spray
Any septage in excess of what the beds can handle goes into
the lagoon where solids settle. The lagoon serves only to store the
filtered water.
Goulet has not had to do anything with the reeds. They take up
metals, too, so they become almost hazardous waste by themselves,
he says. But at the moment they’re taking care of themselves. Old
ones die and fall over. New ones grow in the spring.

Adding the reed beds to the site helped to clear the sludge/
effluent before it was pumped into the lagoon. This caused the
lagoon to clear.

A before and after shot of what the sludge looks like before the
reed treatment and what it looks like after, when it comes out of
the lagoon pumps.
The filtered water from the lagoon is handled within the borders
of Goulet’s 170-acre farm.
When the lagoon is full, Goulet pumps out the water. The intake
pipe floats so it doesn’t disturb solids settled on the bottom, and
the power take-off on his tractor pumps water through a pipeline
that runs to his tree plantation. Hoses lead from the pipeline to his
spray guns. He recently added new Nelson SR100 Big Guns, which
shoot water up to 225 feet. They’re on wheels and while one is
spraying he repositions the others.
The water nurtures a plantation of hybrid poplars. Goulet chose
them because they naturally absorb a lot of water and nutrients,
much more than a field of corn, while growing three to six feet per
year.
The dewatered sludge from the reed beds will likely have to
be removed in seven to 10 years and spread on nearby farmland.
Ontario law doesn’t set a firm limit for sludge but varies the amount
allowed according to the nutrient needs of the crop, Goulet says.
Goulet’s permit does not allow the harvest of any crop less than one
month after application, and forbids harvest for domestic consumption until after 12 months.
When it comes time to empty the beds they’ll use an excavator,
and then change the slope of the sides so in the future they can
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drive in with a loader/backhoe. Maybe they’ll have to plant new
reeds; maybe the reeds will grow back on their own.
Sludge in the lagoon will stay there, Goulet says. He plans to add
more reed beds to dewater all his septage.
No glitches
Since the system was constructed in 2006 there haven’t been
any problems, Goulet says. There was a mistake in the beginning
when the team calculated the density of the initial reed plantings.
They thought it should be one plant every square meter. Turns out it
should have been one plant per square foot.
“The first bunch of reeds we planted, we kind of choked them
out,” Goulet says. That happened because they started by dumping
in a lot of sewage. For any new installation it would be better to start
with holding tank waste so the initial planting isn’t smothered by
heavy sludge, he says.
Then there was the day when Goulet’s hired man accidentally
dumped 12,000 gallons of septage into one bed in one day.
“And we ended up getting three feet of liquid over the top of
the sludge already there,” Goulet says. The hydraulic load rammed
water through the system, and on the other end where the university put in its sample collecting points, “Well, that water there was
black.”
But, he says, the heavy sludge didn’t get pushed through.
Eventually the water cleared, and Goulet and the researchers realized the reed bed system could handle abuse.
Although the system is outdoors, it has proven resistant to cold.
Even in a Canadian winter there’s enough latent heat from the

earth, sand, and bacteria to keep the water flowing, Goulet says.
Only once did the system completely freeze up.
Noses can tell
Tests have not shown much difference in dewatering capability
between the sand and reed beds, Goulet says. But his nose tells
him of one: reed beds seem to do a better job of controlling odor.
Once that wasn’t important, he says, when the countryside around
Green Valley was populated primarily by farmers.
The smell of septage beds mingled easily with the smell of
manure and offended no one. But now more people are moving out
from cities—people not used to country odors. Goulet believes the
deodorizing nature of the beds will help keep neighbors happy. The
closest house is about 600 feet from his property, and Goulet says
he has never had a complaint.
Goulet runs his entire operation with one truck. It’s a 2012
International WorkStar with a 4,000-gallon steel tank and a
Wallenstein 1054 dual-cooled pump from Vacutrux Limited.
There’s a 30-ton, four-stage hydraulic dump system, stainless steel
toolboxes and hose trays, and a 2,500 psi pressure washer with a
100-gallon stainless steel freshwater tank. The LED lighting system
includes amber safety beacons.
On the tank is an image of plants to reflect the company’s reedbed dewatering system. Vacutrux created and applied the graphics,
which are reflective vinyl for better visibility at night.
Goulet Septic pumps 1,200 to 1,300 tanks annually. Household
septic tanks in his area are between 800 to 1,000 gallons, while
the holding tanks he pumps average 2,000 gallons.
The next step
Goulet has provincial approval for new reed beds, and he will
build them deeper, 10 feet instead of 6 feet. That will allow 8 feet
of sludge per bed, while still meeting the provincial rule of 2 feet
between the sludge and the top of the beds. The additional beds
will be about 62 feet by 71 feet and when added to the existing
beds the system will have a combined design flow of about 2.4
million gallons of septage per year.
Photographs make his system look complex and expensive. “It is
expensive whenever we’re setting up liners and gravel and monitoring wells,” Goulet says. “But once it’s set up, it almost doesn’t cost
anything to run.”
It’s also been fun, he says. Encouragement has come from
many friends, neighbors and the college. It’s about more than that.
He wants to be ahead of the regulators. If the province prohibits
fertilizing with untreated human-derived waste, he’ll be ready. And
the pilot project he hosts has been visited by people from around
the globe, but he says he’s not trying to change the world.
“I’m just a little guy trying to do things better than what they are.
I’m just lucky to be the spot where the experiment is being done,”
Goulet says.
“I think we have to take care of the environment, and this is the
family farm. My father bought here in 1950,” he says. “I live here.
My kids live here. I have neighbors, and I just don’t want to pollute
the place.”
“Whatever I know,’’ he says, “if I can help somebody I’m open.” l
Printed with permission from Pumper magazine.
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CANADA WIDE
Standard B65 released by CSA
The Canadian Standards Association
(CSA), a not-for-profit, membership based,
association serving business, industry,
government and the global marketplace, recently released the B65 Standard for Onsite
Wastewater Design and Installation.
This standard was developed by the
CSA after several years of consultations
which were held with stakeholders across
Canada. This included representatives
from each provincial government, industry
associations, manufacturers and suppliers
and independent contractors.
WCOWMA has requested clarification
from the various provincial regulatory authorities on the acceptability of the CSA B65
Standard’s use in whole or in part in their
jurisdiction.

NEWS & VIEWS
What’s Going on in
Western Canada?

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Training
The WCOWMA training program for
Onsite Wastewater Practitioner is recognized in British Columbia under the
New West Partnership (formerly TILMA).
Participants in the condensed training
program apply for their PSDS ticket in
Alberta, which may then be transferred to a
ROWP Installer/Planner Stamp.
The next Onsite Wastewater Practitioner
training program:
Days 1 – 3
Abbotsford
September 10, 11 & 12, 2012
Days 4 – 6
Abbotsford
September 24, 25 & 26, 2012
For more information on all of the
upcoming
training
programs,
visit
www.wcowma-bc.com or contact the
WCOWMA office at 877.489.7471.
Convention and Trade Show
This year’s convention was held in
Kelowna on March 2-3, 2012. Prior to
the convention a full day Advanced Soils
Workshop was held for those interested
in improving their knowledge of soils. The
association was pleased to host 19 exhibition booths during the trade show. Trade
show attendees were also able to participate
in technical presentations at varying times
throughout the day.
The convention presentation schedule
focussed on regulatory and technical issues

Site & Soils Training, Kamloops, BC.
pertinent to the onsite wastewater industry.
During the morning, research and educational papers were presented on greywater
recapture, At-Grades in BC, the environmental
impact of rural subdivision development and
problem soils. The afternoon focussed on
upcoming changes to the SPM, the SSR, and
new guidelines from APEGBC and ASTTBC
Plans are now being made for the 2013
Convention and Trade Show scheduled for
February 8-9 in Abbotsford. Make sure to
mark your calendars!
Continuing Education Credits for EOCP
The Onsite Wastewater Practitioner
Training Program (six day) is approved as
continuing education for the Environment
Officers Certification Program. The course
is listed on their allocation table under item
1972 and it has been awarded 1.5 CEU
credits.
For more information on this or other CEU
opportunities go to www.eocpsearch.org/
pdf/CEUAllocationTable.pdf

Amendments to the Municipal Wastewater
Regulation Mandated
The Municipal Wastewater Regulation,
formerly known as the Municipal Sewage
Regulation, is currently under review and
revision. The review is taking place in three
different stages.
Stage 1, which focussed on reclaimed
water and registration requirements,
has now been completed and is being
implemented at this time.
Stage 2 will look at discharges to ground
and water, and will include harmonizing the
regulation with the Municipal Wastewater
Effluent Strategy of the Canadian council of
Ministers of the Environment.
Stage 3 will look at design,
management, operations, numerous
environmental impact studies and security. Implementation and compliance
strategies will also be addressed at
this stage. The Municipal Wastewater
Regulation falls under the Environmental Management Act.
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Columbia Shuswap Regional District
Septic Smart Program
The Columbia Shuswap Regional
District (CSRD) recently launched their new
Septic Smart Program, an initiative to raise
awareness about septic contamination.
Interested stakeholders and homeowners
living within the CSRD can access a homeowner’s guide, resource library, regulations,
tips and other information online at www.
csrdsepticsmart.ca or from the CSRD office
in Salmon Arm.
The
CSRD
joins
the
Capital
Regional District (CRD) in promoting
environmentally responsible stewardship of
onsite wastewater systems in their respective
regions. The CRD in Victoria implemented
their Septic Savvy program a few years ago.
For more information you can go to www.crd.
bc.ca/wastewater/septic/savvy.htm
Other regions in the province are
currently working to develop similar
programs for their rural homeowners.
Shuswap Lake Integrated Planning
Process (SLIPP)
The Shuswap Lake Integrated Planning
Process (SLIPP) brings together communities, First Nations and public agencies
to ensure that the Shuswap watershed
remains a great place to live, work, and
play. SLIPP was launched as a response
to intense pressures from increased
development, pollution entering the lakes,
and conflicting demands on recreation
resources.
As part of its mandate to ensure the
maintenance of water quality in the Shuswap
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Watershed, SLIPP held a series of Shoreline
Care workshops in November 2011. These
workshops looked at the impact of onsite
wastewater systems around the lakeshore as
well as black and grey water discharges from
boats on the lakes.
SLIPP is working to develop protocols
for monitoring and improving the water
quality throughout the watershed. A new
Water Quality the SLIPP website has been
developed. Several short articles and links to
other resources are available at www.slippbc.
com.

ALBERTA
AOWMA Seeks Updated Education
Programming and Improved Enforcement
Mechanisms
By AOWMA Staff
The AOWMA recently sent a request
to Alberta Municipal Affairs, the Safety
Codes Council and AAMDC to take action
on the results of several meetings held
to discuss issues with enforcement, lack
of funding and support for the inspection
component, a need for greater education
and further development of the current
training program.
The AOWMA has been doing what
it can to address these issues, but our
efforts are moot if we do not have
stronger regulatory action. Although we
are pleased with the increased level of
engagement we have seen recently from all
stakeholders, industry problems still
persist.
Our industry is in critical need for action
on the following issues:

1. New training programs that offer more
detail in critical learning areas.
2. Mandatory practical training as a requirement for certification.
3. Mandatory
continuing
education
program to retain certification.
4. Education program for municipal leaders
and the landowners that they represent.
5. Higher permit fees that will allow more
inspectors to work more effectively.
6. Mandated onsite system maintenance
program.
7. A revamped enforcement regime that
more efficiently acts upon and applies
punitive measures against those who
violate regulations.
As noted, the AOWMA is trying to mobilize initiatives that address some of the
above issues, but we are not equipped
or authorized to do it all on our own.
At our last convention, AOWMA members
were left with a renewed sense that the province is paying more attention to our industry
and we are making improvements. But what
we are lacking right now are tangible areas of
proof that industry can rely upon.
Training
The AOWMA training program for Onsite
Wastewater Practitioner is the requirement
in Alberta for those wishing to obtain their
Certificate of Competency (COC), formerly
known as the PSDS ticket. This training
is also recognized in British Columbia
and Saskatchewan under the New West
Partnership (formerly TILMA), and in
Manitoba under the Agreement on Internal
Trade (AIT) .

AOWMA Representing Members in Your
Community
The AOWMA provides educational presentations on onsite wastewater operation
and maintenance to municipal planning
departments, rural living meetings, ratepayer
meetings and other venues throughout the
year. Recent and upcoming events include:
May 26, 2012
Ardrossan Rural Living Fair – Strathcona
County
May 30, 2012
Plumbing & Technical Council Meeting
June 7, 2012
Septage Advisory Committee
Check the events page at www.aowma.com
for information on meetings or events in your
community.

The next Onsite Wastewater Practitioner
training program:
Days 1 – 3
Edmonton
July 24, 25 & 26, 2012
Days 4 – 6
Edmonton
August 8, 9 & 10, 2012
Information on upcoming training programs is available online at www.aowma.
com or through the AOWMA office at
877.489.7471.

Field and Specialized Training Workshops
Workshops on Site & Soils Evaluation,
System Design and Installation and Pressure
Distribution are being planned for implementation this installation season. AOWMA
members are encouraged to contact the
office if they have a site that is suitable for
training. Field sites are in demand for live site
and soils and installation workshops.
Information on upcoming workshops
is available online at www.aowma.com or
through the AOWMA office at 877.489.7471.

Convention and Trade Show
The 2012 Convention and Trade Show
held in January saw a record number of
attendees. The AOWMA was pleased to
host 32 vendors in 48 booths. Changes to
the trade show included hosting a single full
day show and an accelerated marketing program. Trade show attendees were also able
to participate in municipal and technical
presentations at varying times throughout
the day.
Delegates to the convention participated
in an Operation and Maintenance training
program delivered by representatives from
the National Association of Wastewater
Transporters (NAWT) in the United States. As
well, presentations on business, workplace
safety and municipal issues were available
throughout the two day convention.
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Mandating a training and certification program for onsite wastewater practitioners will
align Saskatchewan with the requirements
under the Agreement on Internal Trade for
shared labour mobility with other provinces
that have the same or similar requirements.

The 2013 Convention and Trade Show
are slated to be held in Edmonton on
February 21, 22 & 23. Make sure to mark
your calendars!

Saskatchewan
Training and Certification
Saskatchewan Health completed their
review of the SOWMA training program,
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which was adapted from the Alberta
training curriculum in order to meet the
requirements of the regulatory framework in
Saskatchewan.
The training program has now received
official recognition by Saskatchewan Health.
This is another step towards of developing
a formal certification requirement for onsite
wastewater practitioners in the province.

Upcoming Training Events
Over the course of the summer and fall
season, SOWMA will be hosting several field
training workshop opportunities. Training
will focus on the practical learning components for Site and Soil Evaluation, Pressure
Distribution and for Field and Mound
Installation.
Site & Soils Evaluation Field Workshop
June 28, 2012
Humboldt
Onsite Wastewater Practitioner Training
Program
Days 1 – 3
Regina
November 14, 15 & 16, 2012
Days 4 – 6
Regina
November 28, 29 & 30, 2012
For registration forms or information,
please contact the SOWMA office at
877.489.7471 or go online to www.sowma.ca

Convention and Trade Show
The convention and trade show held in
February in Saskatoon was well attended
with about 75 people attending the trade
show and 30 staying for the presentations
held throughout the day. The event was well
supported by industry suppliers within the
province with increased vendor representation from the previous year.
Plans are ongoing for the 2013 event
which will be held in Regina on March 15.
Mark your calenders! 
l

What is WCOWMA?
The Western Canada Onsite Wastewater
Management Association (WCOWMA) is
the not-for profit organization established
to educate, train and certify industry
professionals in western Canada. The
association engages its member installers,
septage haulers, suppliers, municipalities and
provincial government departments to arrive
at sound practices that strengthen
the industry, and ensure safe and
effective septage management
for all Western Canada.
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Convention Calendar 2013
CONVENTION
CALENDAR 2013
WCOWMA Onsite Wastewater Management

FEBRUARY
8
FEBRUARY
98
9

FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
21
21
2222
2323

Association of BC (WCOWMA-BC) hosts its
4th Annual Trade Show & Convention

British Columbia
WCOWMAAbbotsford,
Onsite Wastewater
Management
Association of BC (WCOWMA-BC) hosts its
For more information, visit:
4th Annual Trade
Show & Convention

http://www.wcowma-bc.com/news-events/convention-trade-show-information

Abbotsford, British Columbia
For more information, visit:
http://www.wcowma-bc.com/news-events/convention-trade-show-information/

Alberta Onsite Wastewater Management Association
(AOWMA) hosts its 15th Annual Trade Show &
Alberta Onsite Wastewater
ConventionManagement
Association (AOWMA) hosts its
15th AnnualEdmonton,
Trade ShowAlberta
& Convention
For more information, visit:

Edmonton, Alberta
http://www.aowma.com/news-events/convention-trade-show/
For more information, visit:
http://www.aowma.com/news-events/convention-trade-show/

MARCH

MARCH
15
15

Saskatchewan
Onsite
Wastewater
Management
Saskatchewan
Onsite
Wastewater
Management
Association
(SOWMA)
hosts
Association (SOWMA) hosts its 3rd its
Annual Trade
3rd AnnualShow
Trade&Show
& Convention
Convention

Regina,
Saskatchewan
Regina,
Saskatchewan
information,
visit: visit:
For
Formore
more
information,
http://www.sowma.ca/news-events/convention-trade-show/

http://www.sowma.ca/news-events/convention-trade-show/
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2013 Call for
Papers
The Western Canada Onsite Wastewater
Management Association (WCOWMA)
welcomes abstracts for papers to
be presented at any of three Annual
Conferences being held in February and
March 2013. The BC Conference will
take place in Abbotsford, on February
8 and 9th, the Alberta Conference will
take place on February 21st through
23rd and the Saskatchewan Conference
will take place on March 15. Presenters
may request to present their papers at
any one or all of the venues.
The WCOWMA annual conference
serves the onsite professionals in
Western Canada by providing the opportunity to learn about the newest
information,
research,
technology,
regulatory changes, experiences and
practices in their field as well as the
opportunity to network with their peers
and view the newest technologies available to the industry.
Two types of abstracts are open for
considerations:
1. Technical topics including both
cases studies with limited data and
research projects with a larger data
set.
2. Policy topics dealing with regulation
and policy, management issues, etc.
They can be presented in a range of
formats:
a) Poster
b) 30 – 45 minute presentations
in either breakout or plenary
sessions
C) Panel discussions and topic seminars 45 minutes to 1 ½ hours
All subject matter relating to decentralized systems is open for submission,
including but not limited to:
1. Technical
• Influence of onsite systems on the
surrounding eco systems
• Modelling the fate of wastewater
constituents:
treatment processes and soil environments

• Treatment processes: process level
understanding of commonly used
treatment components
• Innovative products, technologies,
and solutions for wastewater
treatment
• Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care
Products
• Nitrogen related research and case
studies
• Cluster system design and application
• Reuse case studies and research
• System performance evaluation
• Modeling of decentralized systems
• Soil and site evaluation research
and evaluation tools
• Fundamental decentralized related
research
1. Policy
• Standards, regulations and policy
• Effective planning and management
• Cluster Systems
• At-Grade Systems
• Responsible management entities
• Performance Standards
• Reuse
• Education, training and certification
• Successful planning and management strategies to assure
performance
• Integrated water resource management strategies
Abstract and Paper Deadlines
• Abstract submittals are due by
November 15, 2012.
• Abstracts may be submitted by
fax to (780) 486.7414, by email to
ldesjardins@wcowma.com or by mail
to WCOWMA, 18303 – 60th Avenue,
Edmonton, AB T6M 1T7.
• Confirmation of abstracts submission
will be sent via email within one week
of the abstract being received.
• Individuals will be notified of the
Convention Committee’s selection
by December 15, 2012 and provided with instructions regarding

paper criteria and format. A draft
agenda will also be provided at this
time. This information will also be
available on the web site at www.
wcowma.com
• Approved submittals are to be produced as papers and submitted via
email to ldesjardins@wcowma.com
for review and editing by December
31, 2012.
• Comments and/or edited papers will
be returned to the author three weeks
prior to the event.
• Final papers must be provided to the
WCOWMA offices in electronic format
to be included in the proceedings and
conference ten days prior to the event.
Submittal Procedures
Please include the following information with your submittal:
• Title of paper
• Abstract – 200 to 300 word description of the proposed paper and
presentation.
• Name of Lead Author and Presenter
• Affiliation of Lead Author and Presenter
• Address of Lead Author and
Presenter
• Phone number and email address of
Lead Author/Presenter
• Names of co-authors, if any.
• A short biography of Presenter in paragraph form that includes educational
degrees and description of experience
as it relates to the onsite industry. A
photograph should accompany the
biography.
• Abstract Type, i.e. technical or policy
• Format for presentation:
— Poster
— 30 – 45 minute presentations
in either breakout or plenary
sessions.
— Panel discussions and topic seminars 45 minutes to 1 ½ hours.
• Session topic in which your paper
best fits. 
l
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WCOWMA Member Benefits Summary
Members continue to strengthen and shape the
industry through their role as important stewards of the
environment and key players in rural land use planning. Membership continues to grow and is
comprised of onsite wastewater professionals
from the four western provinces.
• Influencing federal, provincial and
municipal regulations. WCOWMA Board
Members represent all members
by participating in and sitting on
committees and boards both provincially
and nationally.
• Setting the national standard for onsite
training. The WCOWMA training program
is recognized both in Alberta and throughout
Canada as the premier onsite wastewater
certification program.
• Influencing land use planning in Western Canada.
The WCOWMA administration consults with other
stakeholder associations and municipalities, providing
information on technologies and resources to help
them build effective and sustainable wastewater
treatment and disposal policies.
• Public education and consultation. A key
component of having a healthy and effective onsite
industry is ensuring that homeowners have access
to the information they need to make sound decisions
regarding their onsite wastewater systems. WCOWMA
acts as a resource and provides referrals to our member
professionals.
• Holding industry information and networking sessions.
WCOWMA will continue to provide regional meetings and training
opportunities in order to maintain open lines of communication with our
membership.
• Quarterly newsletters are emailed or mailed out, keeping members abreast with advancements in the onsite industry.
• A semi-annual magazine.
On the business front members can benefit from:
• Website listing - members are listed on our website directory in the regions in which they work. Homeowners use this directory daily when
looking for onsite wastewater practitioners in their area.
• Customized business insurance programs through Lloyd Sadd or the Sustainable Infrastructure Society. These insurance programs provide those coverages not generally available through business insurance such as Errors and Omissions coverage and Pollution Liability. Available anywhere in Canada.
• A discount program for your office supply needs. Through a partnership with Corporate Express/Staples Advantage, WCOWMA members may take
advantage of savings of 60 per cent or more on stationery and shop supplies. Corporate Express even delivers your order right to your door. Even if your
office uses only $1000/year in supplies, a savings of 60 per cent more than pays for your annual association membership fees! Available anywhere in
Canada.
• Credit card processing service. If you have customers that want to pay with a major credit card but you don’t have the capability to accept these
payments, let us process it for you. Available regardless of location.
• Save 10 per cent off all your work gear purchases at Mark’s Work Wearhouse. In your member package is a wallet card for you to present at the till with
your purchases. Card valid across Canada.
• A 20 per cent discount on soils sampling from Kaizen Laboratories. Call (403) 297-0411. Available in Western Canada.
• Group health plan for members from Spence Global Health.
• A free subscription to Onsite Installer magazine from Cole’s Publishing.
Over the course of 2012, WCOWMA will continue to build its business service discount program incentives for members, so stay tuned
for even more benefits to come.
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Member Application / Renewal
Your WCOWMA membership provides full membership in the industry association chapter in your province:
•
Alberta – Alberta Onsite Wastewater Management Association
•
British Columbia – WCOWMA Onsite Wastewater Management Association of B.C.
•
Saskatchewan – Saskatchewan Onsite Wastewater Management Association
•
Manitoba – WCOWMA Manitoba Chapter

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Company Name:_______________________________________________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________________________
City:__________________________________________________ Province: ____________ Postal Code:________________
Bus. Phone:________________________________________________Fax:_______________________________________
Cell Phone:_________________________________________________Home Phone:_______________________________
Email Address:________________________________________________________________________________________
Please send member updates (check one)		

q by mail

q by email

q by fax

The services that I expect to receive through membership in the WCOWMA are (please number in order of importance from one to six):

______ Advocacy

______ Training

______ Business Services
Corporate Membership:

______ Convention

______ Communication

______ Other (please specify): ________________________________________
$300.00

Corporate memberships cover one owner and two employees.
Each corporation is allowed one vote at the Annual General
Meeting.

Please select your business category:
q Installer

Additional members:

q Designer/Planner

______________________________________________

q Maintenance Provider

______________________________________________

q Pumper

______________________________________________

q Supplier

______________________________________________

q Regulator

______________________________________________

q Engineer
q Other (list)___________________________________
GST does not apply to memberships

FAX your form to:
(780) 486-7414
or

Please charge my Membership Fees to my credit card.
q VISA (or) q MASTERCARD
Charge to:________________________________________________
Card #:___________________________________________________

Mail to:

Cardholder’s Name (PLEASE PRINT):________________________
Cardholder’s Signature:____________________________________

!

18303 – 60th Avenue
Edmonton, AB T6M 1T7

Expiry Date:_______________________________________________
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Buyer’s Guide
Backflow Products
Mainline Backflow Products.........................................13

Laboratory Services, Evaluations and Designs
Down to Earth Labs Inc................................................28

Project Management
Aquatic Sentry Controls................................................24

Control Panels
SJE-Rhombus................................................................23

Manufacturer of Tanks
Alberta Wilbert Sales....................................................30

Pump Systems
EMSL - Electric Motor Service Limited.........................28

Engineered Grease Separation Devices
Green Turtle Technologies Ltd......................................19

Odor Control, Biological Additive
Chempace Corp.............................................................15

Pump Systems
Liberty Pumps Inc........................................................... 4

Engineering Services
Blue Mountain Engineering..........................................26

Onsite Septic System Components
Sim/Tech Filter..............................................................34

Filtration Products
Harmsco Filtration Products.........................................24

Onsite Wastewater Treatment
Waterloo Biofilter Systems Inc.....................................19

Hand Tools
T&T Tools, Inc................................................................30

Plastic Tank Distributor
Barr Plastics..................................................................33

Hydrogeology Wastewater
H20 Environmental Ltd................................................34

Plotable Water Storage Tanks Buried Design
Emco Roth.................................................................. OBC

Irrigation Systems
Netafim Irrigation Inc....................................................30

Proflow Systems
Westcon Precast Inc.....................................................10

Pump Systems and Accessories
Aquateck........................................................................26
Pumps Sales and Service
Anderson Pump House Ltd..........................................25
Rock Enclosures
Dekorra Products..........................................................20
Septic Systems
Aquifer Distribution Ltd.................................................25
Septic Systems and Installers
Emco Hancor.............................................................. OBC
Southland Contractors Inc............................................33
Septic Tank Additive
Century Chemical..........................................................28
Septic Tank and Riser
Components
BrenLin Company Inc....................................................30
Septic Tank Manufacturers and Sales
Bashaw Concrete Products..........................................12
Septic Testing and Design
Southland Contractors Inc............................................33
Septic Wastewater Pipes/Valve
Fitting Irrigation
Emco Roth....................................................................IBC
Unique Mineral-based Water Protection
Production
EnvirEau Technologies Inc............................................33
Vacuum Trucks
Vac-Con Inc...................................................................... 6
Wastewater
Jet Inc.............................................................................20
Wastewater Collection Products and
Treatment Systems
Onsite Specialties, Inc..................................................18
Wastewater Equipment Manufacturer/Supplier
Remote Waste LP..........................................................19
Wastewater Treatment
Bionest...........................................................................25
Eljen Corporation..........................................................22
Five Peaks........................................................................ 8
M2K Innovation Ltd......................................................26
Wetlands Pacific Corp..................................................... 3
Water Collection.Water
Reuse
Emco Hancor................................................................IBC
Water Treatment Products
Anua-US.........................................................................28
Waterworks and Pump Supply
Frontier Waterworks & Pump Supply.......................... IFC
Well Site Septic Containment and Disposal
Shack Vac. Ltd...............................................................24
Wholesale Pump Distribution
Arndt Motor & Pump.....................................................33
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